Lenovo

Qreator 27 Monitor
BRING HOME A SUPERLATIVE
AUDIOVISUAL EXPERIENCE
Sleek and smart, the Lenovo Qreator 27 is an elegant yet functional fit for your home. For content and media creators,
the Qreator’s 4K UHD display gives you more to look at, with clear details. Its IPS panel brings out colors in their
truest form, and every frame and visual appears more realistic. Built-in 98% DCI-P3 and 10 bits color output provide
you with a wide range of colors, making the monitor a perfect companion to edit videos, images, presentations,
as well as engage in casual gaming. Sound will ebb and flow in sync with on-screen motion, thanks to the
Smart Crystal Sound Display. The screen panel that also acts as a speaker membrane will place you right in the
middle of the action while editing videos or watching a movie. Connect, create, and project your work easily with
the USB Type-C one-cable solution, while ensuring optimized power consumption with the Smart power function*.
Reduce desk clutter and charge compatible smartphones and accessories with Wireless Charging on the
monitor stand.

Monitor Stand with
Wireless Charging

Smart Crystal
Sound Display

Smart Connectivity
with Smart Power

DESIGNED FOR THE
CREATOR IN YOU
The Lenovo Qreator 27 monitor is a perfect
blend of rich visuals and amazing sound. Put
forth your best work with its IPS wide-viewing
display that comes built in a 4-side NearEdgeless
bezel, and UHD (3840 x 2160) resolution. Video
editors and image retouchers can work
hassle-free with natural colors on offer with
the monitor’s 10-bit color depth, 98% DCI-P3
color gamut, and 1.07 Billion color support.
Factory-calibrated Delta E<2 accuracy gives
you exact tones and shades while editing
and coloring for impressive imagery.

Display
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GET MORE THAN AN
IMMERSIVE EXPERIENCE
The Smart Crystal Sound display with its
panel-integrated, user-facing audio
optimizes sound according to the flow
of action on screen, ensuring an immersive
audiovisual experience that leaves you
wanting more. Built for entertainment
aficionados and workaholics alike, the Qreator
combines a DisplayHDR 400 compatible panel
with UHD resolution to great effect. You get
an exuberant visual experience, whether you
are working or just sitting back to enjoy your
favorite movie.

High Dynamic
Range

Smarter Solution

DisplayHDR 400
Compatible

Smart Crystal
Sound Display

Immersive
Experience
Modern Design
Superior UX

VERSATILE CONNECTIVITY
THAT EMPOWERS
When it comes to connectivity, the Qreator doesn’t
hold back. The Wireless Charging function on the
monitor stand, helps charge compatible smartphones
and accessories, minimizing desk clutter. Connect
to multiple devices and show off your creations by
extending, viewing, and sharing your content through
the full-function USB Type-C Gen2, in addition to HDMI
and DisplayPort on offer. The monitor’s one-cable solution
with Smart Power* function efficiently optimizes power
distribution up to 80W, allowing you to work on data,
video, and audio using USB-C compatible devices.

Multi-functional
Stand

Connectivity
Options

Intuitive Smart
Power

Embedded with
Wireless Charging
Space-saving Solutions

1 x USB Type-C Gen2
2 x USB 3.0 Type-A
(1 with BC 1.2)
1 x HDMI 2.0
1 x DP 1.2

Smart Power
Function with
up to 80W Power
Delivery via
USB Type-C

TECHNOLOGY THAT
UNLEASHES YOUR
TRUE POTENTIAL
Create without compromising on quality and experience
rich visuals straight out of the box with factory color
calibration. For gaming enthusiasts, the AMD Radeon
FreeSync™ technology lets you stay ahead of the game
with screen tear-free and stutter-free gameplay.
A quick response time of 4ms minimizes motion
blur, streaking, and ghosting. The TÜV Rheinland
Eye Comfort-certified monitor with flicker-free
and anti-glare technology minimizes eye strain
for you to work efficiently. Combining modern
features with a stylish design, the Qreator is perfect
for both home and office space.

Impressive
Response
AMD Radeon FreeSync™
4ms Response Time

User Comfort

Design

TÜV Rheinland
Eye Comfort

Minimalistic,
space-saving
design

*Up to 80W power delivery to compatible devices by USB Type-C

LENOVO QREATOR 27

Specifications
DISPLAY
Panel Size
27-inch
Panel Type
4-side NearEdgeless
IPS
Aspect Ratio
16:9
Resolution
3840 x 2160
Response Time
4ms (extreme mode)
Refresh Rate
60 Hz
Brightness (typical)
400 nits
Color Gamut
98% DCI-P3
Color Support (typical)
1.07 Billion

Color Depth
10-bit

Wireless Charging
QI Wireless Technology*

Anti-glare
Yes

POWER

CONNECTIVITY

USB Type-C/TBT
Power Delivery (W)
Up to 80W

Video Signal
1 x USB Type-C Gen2
2 x USB 3.0 Type-A
(1 with BC 1.2)
1 x HDMI 2.0
1 x DP 1.2

Smart Power
Yes

MECHANICAL

MULTI-MEDIA

Tilt Angle (front/back)
-5° / 22°

Speaker
Panel Built-in Smart
Crystal Sound Speakers

VESA Mount Capability
Yes (100 x 100 mm)

SPECIAL FEATURES
Sync Technology
AMD Radeon FreeSync™

CERTIFICATION
TÜV Rheinland Eye Comfort
Yes

HDR Compliance
Yes (DisplayHDR 400)

*Wireless Charging needs a mobile phone to support this function
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